
Subject: Community Rumble
Posted by IceSword7 on Sat, 30 Aug 2003 22:21:00 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

PhilCollinsHydro has a fear of large posts?

I basically don't see the issue.  If CW wins, CW would expect this and therefore probably won't
even care much.  They're all done with renegade anyway, they'd only come back for an organized
game, because those are the only fun games there are.  Noobstories would come back with a
sense of pride and these boards would liven up again with the stories of how they won and what
they did, etc....  If noobstories forums won, the people from CW in the game would probalby just
dissappear altogether.  They might post on CW forums for a day or two, but after that they won't
even be heard from again as most don't even play renegade.

It'd be more or less like a reunion game.  CW would bring back all of the people who used to post
there that are good at the game, and noobstories would do the same.  It wouldn't be the current
people at CW as they're just a bunch of children.  It's just a chance to get some large, organized
games against two different groups, in a game that they have in common.  We could play all 10
maps as I'm sure most anyone that would be involved would like to play many games.  This game
would also be a lot easier than the WOL vs Gamespy game as we'd be playing on WOL and not
gamespy.  I just think once renguard comes out, that this could be a good idea and create interest
in this game again.

You say it's to prove who the better players are, and I disagree.  I think there are better players on
both sides.  CW has a lot of individuals who will come out and perform on the individual level
within games, while the people at noobstories, while working and coordinating together, could
beat anyone.  You say it's just a way to prove which board has the biggest idiots.  Well that's
easy, the current people posting at CW are the biggest idiots.  But luckily, they would not be
involved in such a game.  Icesword, 50cent, none of those would play, and you know what, that
would piss them off.  Could you think of any better slap in the face to those guys than have the
game, then they see they're not even going to get to play?  I'm telling them right now, they
wouldn't play, so why they're here, I don't know.

I personally just want a large organized games, as those are the only ones I'd be interested in
playing these days.  After over a year and a half of Renegade, I was hoping for more games like
this.  Go back to Gamespy vs WOL.  WOL won.  Gamespy didn't cry cheat, WOL didn't boast
about it.  WOL won, Gamespy lost.  End of story, they were good games.  A week later in fact
both sides were trying to organize another game.  Although those didn't hold up as well as the
first, they were still fun, or at least those that played said that.

I just don't see what the problem of having a fun, large, organized game is.  You guys could host
or we could host, it doesn't matter.  We could do all 10 maps or have each side pick a few, it
doesn't matter.  We'll wait for RenGuard as well so there's no cheating or any of that because I
hear that's going on a lot now days.  I just see it as a get-together game between those who have
been playing the game the longest.  It should be the best of the best around so I couldn't imagine
anything better.  It's been a long time and this game is slowly dying away.  Eventually we'll just
lose any chance of ever having something like this take place.
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Sigh... Do u really think you would get picked u stupid n00b yea right to bad i am 10x better at this
game then u bitch? if i didnt get picked you sure as hell wouldnt n00b. Dont believe me? 1v1?
cmon n00b play me.
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